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The discovery of theory is a major task confronting educators and

.researchers in many discipins. More specifically, Eisner (1971) contends

that with the exception of-fiffur studies, no attempt to systematically study

curriceltum hasbeen rade. Further conceptualizations and empirical investi-
,

satipns in this' area are needed. It's apparent that while some conceptual

ideas advanced by Tyler, GoOdlsci and others are necessary, without further

conceptualization and empirical tests the development of curriculum as an
A

area of scholarly and artful practice is limited (Eisner, 1971). Thus, the

purpose of this essay is to address 1) the theoretical framework and itt

-implications for curriculum theory 2) the empirical framewOrk and its im-

.

plications for curriculum theory 3) the present status of curriculum theory.

:1/

relation to these two frameworks and 4) further theoretical and/or empir- ,

ical investigations to.advance curriculum theory.4

--1) )
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The attempt to close the gap between theoretical and empirical

effo ts*in the field of curriculum is a justifiable, yet difficult elleavor.

Glaler and Strauss (1967) contend that the discovery of Such "grounded"

theOry is a major task confronting educators and researchers-in many disciplines.
. .

More specifically, Eisner (1971) contends that with the exception of four

studies, no attempt to systematically study curriculum development has been

/made. For example, many endeavors are directed at the conceptual aspects

0
of curriculum-while the study. of processes and empirical investigations are

minimized. Thus, it is apparent that while conceptual ideas advanced by Tyler,

Goodlad Prd others are necessary, without furthqr conceptualization and em-.,

piri,cal tests the development of the curriculum field as an area of scholarly

and artful practice is-limited (Eisner, 1971). Thus, the purpolse of this

essay is'tp addLess 1) the theoretical framework and its implications for

curriculum theory 2) the empirical framework and its implications for curriculum

theory 3) the present status of curriculum theory in relation to these two

frameworks and 4) further, ,theoretical and/or empirical investigations .to

advance curriculum theory.

Theoretical Framework

Scientific knowledge-is needed to generate theory, for itis this

knowledge which provides amethod of organizing or Cat7rizing things, pre-

dictions of'future occurrences, explanations of past occurrences, asenpe of
1,' ,u nderstanding about causes and effects and a pqential for controlling such;

events (Reynolds, 1971). Certainly, this knowledge is useful.to educats

they mutually agree to use that knowledge for the achievement .of educational

goals: However, the use of such knowledge is. limited unless 4ducators oeni

begin to understand the steps involved in the development and application of
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theory to curriculum. Thus, it.is necessary to examine*the steps which are

involved in the development of Ileory.

The first steP, is the development of an idea, which allows the

educator to posit definitions, statements, and relations-hips between those

statements. More specifically, this idea is expressed in language shared by

other educators So that the classification of ideas can begin. For exarkple,

these new ideas can be classified as Kuhn paradigms, Paradigms and paradigm
4

variations (Reynoldsf=4§11). To understand the significance of each paradigm,

the characteristiCs of each will be examined.

ne Kuhn paradigm represents 1) a radical, conceptualization of

',phenomena (e.g,.,, totally new ways to conceptualize curriculum are stated)_ 2)

new methodologies to.support_the paradigm (e.g. new- thodologies from other

disciplines are used to analyze curriculum)' 3) new problems to be solved and
.

4) an explanation fgrephenomena that,aouldn't be stated with. previous para-
.

digms (ReSmolds), Sincrt this paradigm differs friiti-past orientations, the

u .

phenomena related to curriculum theory can onfYbe expressed as dramatic or

totally new conceptualizations. Thus, paradigms similar to-Goodlad, Tyler ,,

and Taba, are not representatiye,of Kuhn paradigms.

The paradigm` represents 1) a unique, not radical conceptualization

of the phenomena (e.g. an extension of Tyler's rationale is a unique con-

ceptualization) 2) new research strategies, although few dramatic-methodolo-

gies.are used (e.g., the designpay be altered) 3) possible suggestions for

new research questions (e.g. Duncan and Frymier's systematic study of curri-
(

culi, and 4)ea new conceptualization which may or may not'explain previous

events. The difference between a paradigit and a Kuhn paradigm is the degree,

For Exampre, theories of cognitive balance and stimulus--response learning are

aparadigMs, whereas Freud's'theory of personality and Marx's conception.

4



society,areKuhn paradigms (Reynolds).

N.,./The paradigm variaticIperei,reSent those paradigms which are slight

variations of Kuhn paradigms or paradigms. More specifically, paradigm

variations posit variations in emphasis or refineMent of-details. For

example, refinement of Duncan and Frymier's (1967) Systematic study of

curriculum could be considered a paradigm variation. Thus, the Use of these

paradi9m types attempts to describe the first step referred to as the idea.

' More importantly, this explicit description posited-in the paradigm provides

other.educators withan understanding of the explanation of the phenomena.

Once educators understand the explanation, th4 are more likely to adopt it.

However,, this is only'the first step;04---gerieration of an idea. Additionally,

concepts and statementel are needed to develop the theoretical conteptualization.;

Concepts are used to classify the events or things, whereas the

statements can provide further explanation and/or prediction of the phenomena.

The latter is referred to as a theoretical statement, whiCh may be composed

of concrete and/or abstract. characteristics. For example, curriculum is an

abstract concept. It becomes concrete when it is related Loa particular

school system; particular group of-people, or a particular time. The definition

which eterMines the existence of a theoretical concept in a concrete setting

is referr4 tas an operational definition (Reynolds)_. However-, further,

prediction, explanation or sense of:understanding concerning the phenomena or

,event is often necessary. For example, pne-operational definition,related to

curriculum is limiting. Thus, specific statements which describe relationship's

-between several concepts are created. More specifically, these statements are

referred to as existing, associational, causal, relational, deterministic, and

probabilistic (Reynolds). An example of a relational statement is: If a

5
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person is a member of a school system which supports participative-decision-

making among all members, then he/she Will be able to indicate and pbssibly

use his/her ideas as they relate to the growth of that organization.

Additionally, deterministic and causal statements can be derived from research ,

in both education and cognate area on the basis of 116.4 they relate to curricu-

lum. It is the organization of sevbralof-theSe stateme nts Which can con--

stitute a theory or theories. Depending on the nature of these statements,

these theories are referred to as set-of-laws (also )cnown'as covering laws

or tubsumption theory), axiomatic or causal process. Additionally, each of

these theories is used to generate informatiOn and relationships relevant to

the event cr phenomena under investigation (e.g. curriculum). To better

understand the implications of each theory for curriculum the 1) explanation

' of each theory 2). Limitations and/or extensions of each theory and 3)

relevance of each theory to those engaged in theory development Is needed.

To develop a set-of-lags theory, concepts which save operational

definitions are used. More specifically, each of the concepts used in the

set-of-laws theory is supported by empirical research. For example, the laws

of operant behavior can be examined)by this type of theory. The examination

of these laws of operant behavior is initiated by reviewing related definitions.

For example, definitions related to operant behavior, actual behavior emitted

by organism, frequency &f behavior, rewards for behavior, relationship between

past consequences of behavior, continuous and intermittent reinforcement,'

learning, and extinction need to be examined (Reynolds). The definitions

which are supported by empirical evidence can be used to state; the laws of

operant-behavior. For example, if the relationship betwegO tWbehavior and
_

the reward is continuous or certain,'then the organism will' e*it'Ote rewarded
; 4:

;

behavior more quickly than if the relationship is intermittent (ReynoldS).

6



Similarly, deIinitions or relationships-,which are supported by'etpirical

research and are related to curriculum can be posited to form a set-of-laws

theory. For "example, there are .several'empiricaf investigationt in instruc-

tion aid organizational communication which-could be used to develop various
44$

aspects,of curriculum theory. Thut, scientific knoWledge in the form of'a

set-of-laws appears to be useful for providing classifications, predictions,

. explanations and control. However, the set-bf-laws theory eliminates the use .

of unmeasurable, hypothetic5i theoretical concepts. Depending on the phenomena

or eveht undar-investigation,-one may want to use a more flexible theory.

A theory which allows such hypothetical statements to, be stated is known as,

axiomatic.

The axiAtic theory is an interrelated set of definitions repro-
ci0

sented by 1) a set of definitions, inclusive of primitive and,derived theore-.

tical concepts and operational definitioris 2) existence statements which

describe the scope of conditions applicable to the development of a theory 3)

relational statements, 0 as axioms or propositions and 4) a logical system'

to relate concepts within statements and derive propositions from axioms or

other propositions (Reynolds). Before the propositions can be developed, con-
'

sideration of the axioms is necessary. At least two of these axioms must be

supported by empirical evidence, whereas the third axiom can be derived logically.

For example, two statements are stated on the basis of empirical evidence. 's

The thirdthird statement then follows based on deductive logic.. Thus., hypothetical

unmeasurable concepts are employed in the development of this type of theory.

Additionally, a series of statements may be listed, from which any two state-

me nts are interrelated,ccempirical.support tends to provide support for the

whole theory rather than one statement, as in the set-of-laws theory. Thus,

educators engaged in developing curriculum theory are given more flexibility"

7



with_the axiolfitic theory. For example, the'empirical investigations in
4

organization communication and-linsfructional theorS, can be used to derive

'logical propositions. It is these logical statements which often provide

new insights for further empiriCal investigations for the development of

4
curriculum theory. Although the axiomatic theory provides classifications,

predictions, explanations, and control, it does not always provide a sense of

understanding unless it can be organized as causal descriptions. This sense

of understanding is provided by the causal process theory.

The causal process theory is represented by 1) a set of definitions

including,primitive and derived theoretical \confepts 2) a set of exis ence

statements describing situations in which oneor more causal process s are

expected to occur and 3) a set of causal statements with determini is or

probabilistic relations describing one or more of the causal proc sses or

identifying the effect of one or more independent or dependent ariables.

The difference between the causal process theory and the axiom tic theory is

that all statements are considered equally and all statement- are presented

in a different.fashion. Additionally, the causalprocess theory is more

advantageous than the set-of-laws.or axiomatic based on, the use of hypothetical

concepts and the provision of a sense of understanding-.--ThIS-provides more

efficient research, based on the fact that interrelated statements can be

tested. It also allows the theorist to examine the intended and Unintended

consequences of his/her formulation (Reynolds). The educator using the axio-

matic theory with several sets of statements to derive the third logical

statement, often begins to find cause-effect relationships, which can be used

to generate causal-process theory. To better understand the implications of

each thretical framework, it is necessary to examine the empirical frame-
.

work and how this relates to curriculum'the6y development.

8
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Empisiag-t'ramework

Reynolds (1971), contends that the most important criterion for

evaluation of theoretical statements is the degree of correspondence betweeh
,

statements and empirical results._ This evaluatin of theoretical statements

carciy. provided by the use of descriptive and/or inferential statistics.

For Example, to measure the attitudes of teachers and administrators towards

various. developments in the curriculum field, descriptive statistics (e.g.

a survelq can be used. This esimation of the, attitudes of all teachers and

administrators is measured by a representative group or Proportion of the

teachers and administkators (randomly selected). Since the use of descriptive

statistics is inexpensive, this analysis can be used extensively throughout

school systems to provide further irlsights for curriculum theory. To provide

more ecplicit information, inferential statistics can be used.

Inferential statistics determines which one of 'the descriptions of';
4

an event or phenomena ,is the "true" description. To use inferential statistics,

it is necessary to lr make a statement of research and. null hypotheses, which 1

posit relationshipsiDetwden variables 2) use a randomly selected population
A

to test 'the relationships between-variables posited in hypotheses 3) 'develop

an ecperiment which is characterized by appropriate confidence levels, (e.g.

two-tailed test, alpha level .01) statistical analysis, and design (e.g.

analysis of varianc- regression for more than 2 groups) and A) provide an

interpretati discussion of results. Additionally, the use of inferential

stati cs is inexperisive.and'it_provides further insights for theory develop-

nt, Thus, the use of inferential statistics in education is advantageous.

Both these descriptive and/or inferential,statistics become more, meaningful' as

the theoretical conceptualizations are constructed. For example, the educator

engaged.in advancing such conceptualizations by use of descriptive and/or

9
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inferential statistics begins . with positihg,relationships between statements,

which can be stated in the theory-then-research or research-then-theory form.

Theory- then - research' involves several components. ,The theory,

either axiomatic"or causal process is generated la positing relational

statements. One statement which posits the relationships between variables

is selected for research purposes. Followidg data analysis, the compakison

between the selected statement and research resultS determines whether or not

changes are needed in the theoretical framework. If the comparison indicates

that the theoretical statement is meaningful, then other statements can be

tested. As indicated previously, to construct meaningful theoretical state-

.

ments is difficult and time consuming.. For example, a series of statements

posited in the axiomatic-theory form followed by selection of three of those

statements, the third being derives logically, is time consuming and difficult.

To alleviate such problems, the research-then-theory f rm may be employed.

Research then '-theory also involves several comPonents. First, the

event or phenomena-is selected, followed by measurement of al the characteris-

2tics of the,i)henomena or event in several situations In so e cases, the

research May already be done.' For example,.research or educators can also be

found in cognate areas, such as communication or psychology. Since several

phenomena have already been studied in these areas, replication of studies which

are relevant to appropiiate theoretical conceptualizat.on can be eliminated.

Following this, the-data is analyzed for systematic patterns to specify which

statements are related to thqo development.of a set-of-laws theory. Additionally,

there are several statistical procedures such as factor analysis which deter-

mine which variables go together in different situations. Thus, the research

necessary to develop a set -of -laws, theory can often be agreed upon in the

early stages of experimentation, rather than In the later stages. At this point,

19.



the need to develop both theoretical an empirical framewbrks "for curriculum

is apparent. To better understand the nature of curriculum today and in the

future 1) the present status of curriculum theory in relatibn to theoretical

mpirical frameworks and 2) further theoretical and/or empirical inves-
,

ti:gations to advance curriculumtheory will be considered.

Present Status-of Curriculum Theory in Relation to Theoretical -and Empirical

Frameworks

Although attempts have been made to develop - curriculum from theore-

tical and empirical frameworks further knowledge is needed to advance

curriculum theory. For example; Beauchamp and Beauchamp (1972) contend that

curriculum in professional education carries the largest number of diverse

meaningi, which accounts for the communication about it being severely handi-

capped. Thu.s, the advancement of curriculum theory is dependent upon 1)

reconceptualizing and/or advancing present efforts which address both theore-

tical and empirical frameworks related to cull0Fulum and 2) advancing new

theoretical and empirical frameworks (as indicated thrOughout the,previous

sections). To better understand the implications of these two concerns, each

will he considered in,detail.

The first concern, reconceptualizing and/Or advancing present efforts

which address both theoretical and empirical frameworks related to curriculum,

can be considered by analyzing' those contributors who have advanced such
.

ideas, naMely, Duncan, Frymier, Eisner:, Beauchamp, Johnson and others.
.

Duncan and Frymier (1967) advance a systematic study of curricultim by

proposing basic ingredientsof the 'curriculum which they refer to as actors,

artifacts and operations. Each of these ingredients'are defined as they

relate to Abe-"curriculum molecule." More specifically, this curriculum

11
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molecule designates temporal relationships. Similarly, Duncan and Frymier

(1967) propose a classification of eventsrelated to instrtcpion, but in the

context of curriculum. Each classification was examined in a pilot study to

determine the extensions and/or limitations of their clasSifications,and

definitions. Thus, the basis of their analysis provided further insights of
1

the usefulness, adequacy, and appropriateness of their descriptive state -nts.

Similarly,, Duncan and Fhimier (1967) posit the need to assess descr ive

statements or categories before prescriptive approaches becoMe useful. If

edlicators know precisely how 'many specific facts,.how many concepts, and how

many causal relationships are cOntAined within a particular piece of curriCulUm,

they Would probably-be able -to prescribe' certain curricular events as more

appropriate (Duncan d Frymier, 1967). Cettaihly, their systematic study

of curriculum prov4rfies the initial steps for further development of a theore-

tical and empir al.frmeTork.for curriculum theory.

Eisn (1571) contends that while some conceptual ideas havebeen

advanced by mLly educators, empirical tests are lacking. Furthermore, he

contends tlyat both further conceptualization and empirical tests are needed
/

to advance curriculum as'an area of scholarly study and artful practice (Eisner,

1971)'. Thus, the contributing authors in his book, 'Confronting Curricular

-Reform attempt to address these limitations. For-example, mastery learning

and itb implications for curriculum development, science curriculum development,

and art curriculum development are considered. l4ore specifically, Bloom

(Eisner, 1971) posits 1) the need'for research to determine how individual

'differences in learners are related to variations'of the quality of instruction

and 2) that subjects which are required, sequential, closed and emphasize

4nvergent,think should employ mastery learning strategies. Thus, according

to his contentions, curriculum developers andfor theorizers should be Concerned



about what is truly sequential in learning why. Similarly, other authors

posit ideas/ and their implications for curri um theos1441though they do

not offee'epes many descriptive categories and/or spatial and temporal dimensions.r°

K"4
However, many useful insights for further tMeoretical and_empirical frameworks

can be developed from these contributing authors.

In Comparative A sis of Curriculum Systems, Beauchamp and

Beauchamp (1972) address the nature of iculum systems in different countries

in terms of their similarities and differences. To accomplish this, they

posit several definitions which are relevant to their study. More specifically,

these definitions are 1) curriculum-product of curriculum ,arming 2)

curriculum design-whit it lOoks like, what it contains, how the conteriCa're

arranged 3) curriculum decision-making .and action systems-related to curriculum

functiOns 4) curriculum engineering-curriculum system and inteAal dynamics

5) arena-where planning takes place 6) involvement -those engaged in planning

activities 7).implementation-work processes relevant to planners and 8)

evaluation- evidence of success of curriculum (Beauchamp and Beauchamp, 1972).

Such systemization is necessary to denote 'the neffectivenesi" of each system.

Before prescription can accdr, systemization proAded by descriptive definitions

and statements.is needed (Duncan and Frymier, 1967). It is thege descriptive

,44%
definitions and statements which lead to furthr conceptualization. For example,'

Beauchamp and Beauchamp (1472) contend that both conceptualization and relation-
,

'ships of the fundamental syst Is and schooling operations are necessar.xf

curriculum theory is-to advan Thds, the task of theory building is to define

constructs and establish their r- ationships, no latter what different construc

are used.' The next task is to appl' intense research processes to ,the reti

cal and-,Rractical problems of curric lum (Beadchamp and Beauchamp, 1972).

13
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Beauchamp (1975) contends that the initial, task confrontigg educators

is to define curriculum theory. More specifically, he posits that definitions

are needed since a systematic classification is still lacking4talthough some ,.

classification of knowledge' has occurred (Beauchamp, 1975). To enhance this

classification process, he provides statements, research,.models and theoreti-

dal implications for curriculum. For example, he proposes a study using

randomly selected teachers and relating the effects of various types of in-

service training upon the teachers abAbity to participate as curriculum

planners. Beauchamp' (1975) contends that the results enable the researcher

to infer similar generalizationS for other similarly chosen groups and their

parent population. not only does he establish the need and explanatiOn of an

empirical framework for curriculum and approaches concerning its usage, but

he a1s) considers. the theoretical framework. Thus, like other theorists

in behavioral science, the curriculum theorist is subject to 1) establishment

of descriptive and prescriptive definitions tors technical terms 2) classifica-
1

tionOf5neW and existin knowlddge 3) inferential and predictive research and

4) sub-theory development and development of models (Beauchamp, 4975).

Failure to address these concerns augments the problems related to curriculum-
/

theory. Similarly, Beauchamp (1975) posits that the chaotic state of curriculum

research can be attributed to the laOk of:theory. .Thus, the need for both.

.theoretical and empirical frameworks is essential, if curriculum is to be

guided by more than trial-and-error approaches. To insure that curriculum

theory may be guided by ratiopal explanations,rather.than trial-apd-error

approaches, several curriculum theories which are derived from different

d

definitions, structures,.and propositions arc needed (Beauchamp, 1975 -).

Johnson (1968) contends that educators are.c rned with imprO ment
.

rather than understanding educational phenomena. Following this contention,

1.4
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he addresses this issue of understanding by defining curriculum and its

relationship to instruction. More speeifically,- curriculum is defined as a

structured series of intended learning outcomes (Johnson, 1968). Furthermore,

he posits that the order of these learning experiences is influenced, by the

curriculum structure, which is related to both a temporal sequence and

hierarchical relationships among its (Johnson). To see how these ideas

relate to further theoretical concapitualizatidp, exiensions and/or limitations

.

of the curriculum source and structure and the selection of Curriculum items

are considered. Further considdiatipn of his model whith represents curriculum

as an "- output" of the curriculiam_developmertsystem and arrinput" into the

instructional system and his schema which specifies corollariesis extremely

useful for further development of theoretical and empirical frameworks for

curriculum. Certainly, each -of these educators has made'a laudable attempt_

to advance further theoretical and empirltl:trameworks .rel,ated to the

development of curriculums theory, However, much more knowledge is needed

to advance curritglum theory. Thus, the'latter part of this essay is devoted

.
the second concern, furthei theoretical and empirical ipiestigstions which.

. ,.

r
*:

, uld advance curriculum thpory.

Further Theoretical and Empirical 1..nvesti4ations to Advance Curriculum Theory

Although, these laudableattempts to generate curriculum theory 1.11.,e

been made, the need to advance further empirical and theoretical frameworks

is essential. If further, investigation` is not pursued, the reliance on common

sense and'personal judgment will be the only basis for explanations of phenomena

and decisions concerning humans. Reynolds (1971) contends that the inadequacy

of common sense alone as an explanation of a phenomena or ement sh ould be

apparent by now. Mork importantly, its failure as a'fOundition for dedision-

G

Is demonstrated repeatedly (Reynolds, 1971).

1.5
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Further empirical and theoretical frameworks which advance curriculum

theory can be derived from 1) extensions pf the, ideas posited by the theorists

in this essay and 2) new set-of-laws; axiomatic of causal process theories

which pit new topologies or classifications which provide explanations,

fredictions,.contral, .atid/or a sense of understanding. To better a:hderstand

these two, concerns, examples will be considered.

In Duncan and Frymier's (1967) systematic study of curriculum, hew

or additional insights concerning their classifications and descriptive

statements can be provided if a reSearoh=then-theory strategy is employed.

The assessment of the generalizabiljty of 'their classifications and relational

statements can follow, for it is this strategy which enables one to measure

all the characteristics of the phenomena dr event in several situations.

Certainly, this strategy which is employed to examine and advance the empirical

framework can provide further intightsifor more systematic studies. Similarly,

a more extensive empirical base is needed.to advahce Bloom's (1968) ideas

concerning mastery learning. To accomplish this, investigdtions of 1,)

individual differences in learners and'how those differences Are related to

diversity of the quality of instruction and 2) student abilities as they inter-
)

act with both the instructional materials and instructor's abilities in teaching

are needed. Additionally, Bloom (1968) Contends that these ideas merit the'

attention of curriculum developers and theorists: More specifically, he

states that whet is truly sequential in learning and why is an important'

consideiation in curriculum. Certainly,,the development of further empirical

investigations in the areas can begin to assess 'the relevant points of

concern fer curriculum theorists, developers, and researchers.

Johnson (1968) identifies several corollaries and ideas which are

useful for the advancement of further theoretical and empirical frameworks.

16
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More specifically, he'identifies the curriculum as a series of intended learning

outcomes (Johnson, 1968). These learning outcomes are categorized into three

classes, namely, knowledge, techniques, and values, These broad classes are

refined into subsets indicating specific definition& which could be used to

develop relational or associational statements. These relational statements
L

are useful to both the theorist and researcher, for they provide new Insights

for the development of each framework. Thus, 'several extensions of,the

ideas posited by these theorists can be useful for further'dexelopments in

curriculum theory. To better understand the second concern related to the

advancement d curriculum theory, examples of new theoretical and empirical

Cframeorks will be considered.

To advance further empirical and theoretical frameworks for curriculum',

educators can consider, cognate areas for 1) new ideas related to theory

development 2) support for those ideas which have little or no support in

education, but have been pursued in other disciplines and 3) develOpment of

axiomatic or causal process forms of theory to generate more information. For

example, several theorists in the Sbcial sciences have advanced ideas which

pertain to theory construction in general (Reynolds, 1971; Blalock, 1969;

Glaser and Strauss; 1967). More specifidaliy, :these ideas are both relevant

and applicable to general education. Thus, a subset of general education such

as curriculum can use these:ideas to advance speCific theories.' Since specific

theory construction is 'tedious, a general framework for theory construction is

eZtremely useful. Additionally, the optimal growth of urriculum can become

a realty.

Sever ideas which receive little or no support or attention in

education'are often found in cognate areas such as psychology, communication,

and sociology. Similarly, methodologies in tt4se areas are 1) often more
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adVanced than education and could provide new insights for analysis of relevant

phenomena or events 2) new ways of,obserVing, recording and/or.analyzing data,

phenomena or events (e.g. Bayesian statistics, ethnome5pdology) and 3)

necessary to the consistent development of an area (e.g. curriculum). For

example, Haysom and Sutton (1974) contend that the motivation of students is

of crucial importance, yet in curriculum more attention is given to objectives

than how to engage the interest and effort of the student. Given their con-

tentions, the information needed to support further theoretical and empirical

investigatidhs concerned with motivation is attained from Cognate, areas. For

example, the development of an axiomatic theory of motivation begins initially

16
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with several law statements from which the third statement is derived logically.

However, the initial statements, which are supported empirically would probably

be found in cognate areas. Certainly, the development of an axiomatic theory

of motivation not only could provide new insights into the phenomena itself,

but also could provide an assgssment'of the importance of it for curriculum

concerns. Similarly,cother.diversified-contentions posited by educators

engaged in the advancement of curriculum theory can be assessed. Thus, the

dependency solely on the gdutation area minimizes the growth of curriculum
*

ttheory.

Lastly,the development of axiomatic or Causal process Theories to

advance curriculum is essential. More specifically, since the systematic

study of curriculum ft necessary to this advancement, these theories are

I
applicable. More importantly, these theories are flexible, for they employ

1) hypothetical unmeaSurable concepts and 2) a sense of understanding (Reynolds,

1971). To employ these ideas"' the curriculum theorist generates a series of

statements concerning the phenomena or event he/she is concerned with.
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These series of statements are supported-0 empirical investigations in
0
education, psychology or other cognate ardps. Then he /she examines combinations

of these statements. For example, two stat mbnts (empirically-based) are
,

combined \to form a third statement which is derived logically. More specifi-
,

cally, statement 1 =.If A, then B and statement 2= If X, then Y therefore

statement If A, then Y. Given that the theorist found ten statements,
4

the combinations which are usedoto derive the third statement could vary

(e.g. atement 2 and 6, rather than 1 and 2). Certainly,_ this type of

deduction provides new insights for empirical investigations. The variables

in the relationships are also more apt to provide clearer and.more repre-

sentative insights than the research- then- theory strategy. Similarly, the

causal-process theory)provides new insights of relationships between variables

which can be assessed as probabilistic and/or deterministic statements.

Thus, the flexibility of both theories can augment our sense of understanding.

Walker (1973) contends that to develop and sustain the curriculum

field, educators need to reverse some of the trends of the past decades.

Certainly, consistent efforts and attempts to generate further empirical and

theoretical frameworks for curriculum thedry can reverse the trend of this

decade.
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